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It's month number three of our color project here at the Grace Project, and for the month of March we will focus on Hot Pink.  
I am craving Spring, and flowers, and a color other than brown outside, so what better way to spruce up what is before me 
than a color which will be popping up soon in most places - I hope! 





Hot pink is passionate and playful, sensual and loving.  It radiates warmth, happiness and a love for life.  For those of us in the 
Northern Hemisphere, let's kick dreary Winter to the curb and add a little warmth and joy in our images! 

As you can see from my grid, you can get as creative as you want with your processing.  The top I am wearing is indeed a hot 
pink, but you can easily make certain reds to a hot pink by playing with your hue, saturation and luminance sliders in post 
processing.  Try to keep your hot pinks as consistent as possible, and most of all, have fun!   

There have been questions on how many images your grid should contain.  Ideally, you should aim for nine, but if you don't 
have nine that you love, include as many as you do.  However, the collage should have at least six images to make it 
interesting.  Shoot different subjects, or shoot the same subject different ways.  It really is up to you!   

I hope you found this information helpful.  Please remember to post your images to the appropriate album on Facebook no 
later than March 31, 2018.  The album is located here:  March 2018. 

I look forward to seeing your work.   

Finally, if you have not yet joined, please consider visiting the Grace Project and join today. 
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